Spot the famous face in this group shot
taken by photographer John McKenzie
at Kevin Dean’s initiation into the Grand
Order of Water Rats. Kevin is wearing the
white collar on Rick Wakeman’s right.
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hat have Laurel and
Hardy, Bruce Forsyth,
Tommy Cooper, Alvin
Stardust and Danny La Rue got in
common?
They were all Water Rats. The
Grand Order of Water Rats, to give
the organisation its full name,
is a century-old fraternity of
showbusiness people which exists
to raise money for good causes in
the entertainment world and is a
veritable ‘Who’s Who’ of showbiz,
past and present.
Thanks to one of its youngest
members, guitar instrumentalist
Kevin Dean from Lound, I’ve been
to see the group at its Gray’s Inn
Road headquarters in London
where it holds its regular meetings.
The Water Rats meet above a pub
called ‘The Water Rats’. Anyone
can eat and drink at the pub, but
a separate locked door to the right
leads up to its meetings rooms,
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David Clayton gets to see behind the
scenes at fundraising showbiz group,
The Grand Order of Water Rats - which
has a Norfolk comedian at its helm.

museum and library. On entering,
you’re immediately aware of the
showbiz heritage, thanks to a
huge portrait of Bud Flanagan
which hangs in the hallway, and
all around are historic theatrical
posters and pictures of former Rats.
“You must see the museum,”
insisted Kevin, who knew I’d enjoy
a good few jaw-dropping moments
in there.
Ken Joy is the curator and
ushered me in. Facing me was
Orville – the real Orville too! He
sits there, lifeless now as his creator
Keith Harris died in 2014. Tommy
Cooper’s fez, or more accurately

fezzes because he had more than
one, are safely behind glass, and
Sandy Powell’s ventriloquist
dummy, with which he did a
chaotic and hilarious act, is there
too. I found myself laughing
out loud remembering Sandy’s
“Can You Hear Me, Mother?”
catchphrase as the dummy fell off
his knee. You can, by appointment,
go to see the museum and it’s well
worth it.
Harry Lauder’s twisted walking
cane hangs proudly on the wall
and there too is the checked suit
worn by Paul Shane as he brought
Maplin’s Holiday Camp host, Ted
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